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1. Introduction

The medical sector comprises a large and growing share of the economy. In the national accounts, the share of personal consumption expenditure (PCE) for health care of nominal GDP was 11.5 percent and its share of PCE for services was 25.1 percent. Both these shares have grown fairly steadily over the past half-century (Figure 1), although the rate of growth has declined since the early 1990s.

The medical sector also has a unique combination of features. A large fraction of health care spending is subsidized by insurance, whether public or private. According to the National Health Expenditure Accounts, in 2013, only 12.3 percent of health consumption expenditures were paid for out of pocket; of the rest, 34.9 percent was paid for by private insurance and 52.8 percent were paid for by public insurance. Rapid technological change is viewed as a major contributing factor to the rise in the medical sector's share of GDP (Newhouse 1992, Weisbrod 1991). Health care has potentially enormous benefits in terms of increasing length of and quality of life (Cutler 2004, Cutler et al. 2006, Hall and Jones 2007). Health care is also, however, subject to market failures leading to possible overuse: because a large share of spending on it is subsidized by insurance, its use is subject to moral hazard and health care has a substantial principal-agent problem as health care treatments are typically ordered by physicians who are paid on the basis of those same treatments. As much as 30 percent of health care spending in the United States has been estimated to be wasteful and not lead to improved health outcomes (Fisher et al. 2003, Skinner et al. 2005).

Because of these characteristics, a number of recommendations on how to measure economic activity in the medical sector in national accounts have been made, both internationally and specifically for the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) in the US. The consensus is that the
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unit of output of medical care should be an episode of completed treatment. This recommendation is made by the Eurostat "Handbook on price and volume measures in nation accounts" (Eurostat 2001), the Atkinson report on government report in the UK (Atkinson 2005), "Accounting for Health and Health Care" (CNSTAT 2010), and the OECD, Eurostat, and the WHO in "A System of Health Accounts" (OECD/Eurostat/WHO 2011). (Current practice in the US national accounts is to treat a single service, such as a doctor's visit, as the unit of output.) The reasoning behind the recommendation is summed up by "Accounting for Health and Health Care" (AHHC):

Ideally, medical sector goods and services would be defined in such a way that: (1) expenditures could be estimated for each period for every good or service produced by the industry, (2) meaningful quantities and prices (nominal and real) could be tracked, and (3) quality change of the goods and services could be monitored. One way to proceed that embodies these three goals is to identify the output of the medical sector as completed treatments or procedures.

A treatments-based organizing framework coordinates logically with a broader health data system because, in principle, it creates a unit of analysis for which changes in the effectiveness of various medical services can be monitored. It provides a mechanism whereby prices can be adjusted to reflect changing quality, the substitution of inputs can be handled better than they are currently, and the introduction of new treatments can be dealt with on a disease-by-disease basis.

In brief, changes in the productivity of the medical sector over time are better measured on a disease-by-disease basis. Other analysts have noted that, fundamentally, patients care about how much it will cost in total to treat their illness, not about the prices of individual services (Newhouse 1989).

The BEA made the first step towards redefining the unit of output in medical care as an episode of treatment in its release of the first version of the health-care satellite account (Dunn et al. 2015). In this version, output is defined as average spending per patient per condition per calendar year, a definition which is not quite the same as completed treatments, since it includes incomplete treatments. As will be discussed below, the issue of counting incomplete treatments in output is potentially a substantial one.
The same sources cited above also agree that the measurement of medical output should be adjusted for quality of the treatment, although they do not generally make specific recommendations about what method to use for quality adjustment. AHHC notes "Improvement in medical procedures creates a major measurement issue, and any price index that does not confront it will ultimately be less than satisfactory." Similarly, the OECD report (OECD 2011) states "Price and volume measures of output should reflect quality changes in the health services provided." The Eurostat manual and the Atkinson report both also note the importance of measuring quality change when measuring output of the medical sector.

Techniques for quality adjustment of health-care output are still under development, however. In general, the research on this topic may be divided into two groups: the first adjusts output primarily based on observed health outcomes and the second adjusts output based on observed treatments or processes. Implementing outcomes-based adjustments is in some ways easier since it only requires a comparison of spending and observed health outcomes although assumptions need to be made about how to monetize the outcomes, how to measure morbidity, and how much the health care contributed to the outcomes. Implementing process-based adjustments requires first, identifying individual treatments in the data, and then quantifying the expected effect of those individual treatments on health outcomes. This latter task requires thorough knowledge of the medical literature for each treatment which makes it difficult for economists to implement. Process-based adjustments are probably more technically correct for the national accounts, however, since they are closer to how we adjust quality in other services. As Triplett (2001) notes of outcomes-based adjustments, "no national statistical agency computes in national accounts the increment that car repair makes to the stock of functioning cars, nor calculates explicitly the benefit of the repair to the car owner."
2. Measuring output

In this section, I will discuss in greater detail the recommendation that the output of the medical sector be measured in "completed treatments." Measuring output correctly is revealing in itself and is a necessary first step when implementing a process-based quality adjustment.

As outlined in Dunn et al. (2015), the first version of the Health Care Satellite Account (HCSA) calculates the disease-based price indexes or medical care expenditure (MCE) indexes, as the average expenditure per patient \( c \) for condition \( d \) in time \( t \) divided by the average expenditure per patient \( c \) for condition \( d \) in the base period 0:

\[
MCE_{d,t} = \frac{c_{d,t}}{c_{d,0}}
\]

The HCSA weights all health-care spending equally. However, the OECD/Eurostat/WHO report defines a complete treatment as "the pathway that an individual takes through different health providers in order to receive full and final treatment for a disease or condition." The Eurostat handbook and the Atkinson report define them similarly.\(^2\)

The difference between that definition and the definition used in the HCSA leads to potentially substantive differences in measurement. First, the definition used in the HCSA does not allow for multiple episodes in a year; if an individual has two strokes during a calendar year, their total expenditure for the year will be counted as one observation contributing to the average expenditure.

\(^2\) In general, the international sources focus on the difficulties of measuring "complete treatments" across providers because health-care utilization data in European countries often do not allow for following individual patients. The UK National Health Service, for example, apparently has no way to track patients administratively across different providers (Dawson et al. 2005). This issue is less of a problem in the US where the main data sources used in the HCSA are the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey and medical claims data, both of which are patient-centered data sources and allow for measurement of complete treatments relatively easily.
expenditure for strokes in that year. Conversely, a single episode of treatment that lasts only a few months but whose duration crosses over New Year's will be counted as two episodes in the HCSA and the spending for the single episode will be split across those two episodes.

Dunn et al. (2014) compared an encounter-based method that averaged spending per patient per condition per year (similar to what was ultimately used in the HCSA) to a commercial grouper that classified medical claims into episodes of treatment. They found no significant difference in overall medical inflation between the methods, although they did find differences in the sub-indexes created for major practice categories. They also found that restricting the analysis to episodes within a calendar year made no difference to inflation, suggesting that this restriction only makes trivial differences in practice in the HCSA.

Another potential problem with the approach taken by the HCSA, however, is whether every health-care dollar represents "full and final treatment for a disease or condition." Rosen et al. (2012), while evaluating two commercial groupers, note that one of them leaves 14 percent of spending ungrouped (not part of any treatment episode) and the other leaves 18 percent of spending ungrouped. If we adopt a strict definition where a complete treatment is one consistent with guidelines, then even more spending is not part of a complete treatment and therefore not leading to output. Berndt et al. (2001), for example, find that a full 50 percent of episodes of major depression involve treatment that is not consistent with guidelines for the treatment of that condition. Colla et al. (2015) find relatively high prevalence of low-value treatments inconsistent with provider's society guidelines among Medicare patients; 22 percent of low-risk back pain patients receive imaging against guidelines, for example, and 47 percent of surgery patients receive preoperative cardiac testing that is inconsistent with guidelines. More generally, it has been estimated that as much as 20 to 30 percent of US health-care spending is wasteful and does
not lead to any improvement in health outcomes (Fisher et al. 2003, Skinner et al. 2005). Refining the measure of output by establishing which health-care spending is part of an effective treatment and which is wasteful may therefore in itself substantially change measured medical inflation before the addition of overt quality adjustment.

3. **Quality adjustment of output**

The first version of the HCSA did not account for any changes in the quality of health care such as improved health outcomes, fewer side effects, or less risky and invasive procedures. The unique characteristics of the health care system described in the introduction make measuring quality change in health care both more difficult and more important than quality change in other sectors. Measuring quality change in health care is not straightforward since so much of health care is paid for through insurance rather than on the margin so standard hedonic analysis techniques (such as are used for housing, the largest category of PCE for services in the US national accounts) are not applicable. However, as will be discussed in more detail below, some research on specific conditions such as heart disease, depression and cancer show that adjusting for quality can make a significant difference to measured inflation in medical care (Cutler et al. 1998, Berndt et al. 2002, Lucarelli and Nicholson 2009).

The various authorities that recommend adjusting for quality in health care in the national accounts do not come to a consensus on how exactly to undertake the task. "Accounting for
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3 Hedonic analysis and related demand analysis techniques have been used quite successfully, however, to analyze the markets for goods that are inputs into the medical services sector. Multiple papers have conducted analyses of different markets for pharmaceuticals: Berndt et al. (1995) and Suslow (1996) for anti-ulcer drugs, Cockburn and Anis (2001) for rheumatoid arthritis drugs, Goldman et al. (2010) for cancer drugs, and Dunn (2012) for anti-cholesterol drugs. Trajtenberg (1990) conducted a hedonic analysis of the market for CT scanners.
Health and Health Care" (AHHC) envisions two separate accounts. The first, which should be part of the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPAs), measures the output of the medical sector. This output is an input to the other account, which measures the stock of population health in quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs), and which also has non-medical inputs such as diet, exercise, and environment. AHHC emphasizes that the output of the medical care account, properly specified, is the medical treatment, not the associated health outcome, since the health outcome is the output of the health account. AHHC allows that an index based on treatments may be adjusted for quality based on outcomes but does not go into detail about how exactly to do that quality adjustment.

Similarly, the Eurostat handbook (Eurostat 2001), notes that the focus should be on treatments as outputs, not on health outcomes but information on specific aspects of outcomes might serve as proxies for changes in quality of output. The Atkinson report (Atkinson 2005) states that measuring quality change is important but does not make any recommendations on how to do it.

The OECD/Eurostat/WHO report "A System of Health Accounts" (OECD/Eurostat/WHO 2011) gives a set of guidelines on how to adjust for quality in health care:

1. The quality measure should be aligned with the processes sought by consumers, which would generally be a complete treatment of the disease.
2. The adjustment in output should reflect the marginal contribution of the health industry to an outcome. It should not be affected by any other factors that influence health outcomes such as genetic background, income or lifestyle.
3. Consumers are ultimately concerned to achieve an improvement in their health outcome. Waiting times and comfort are secondary to improvements in health status. This points to the conclusion that different dimensions of quality should not be given the same weight.
4. In many health treatments or processes, there is a time lag before the improvements in health status. Quality adjustment needs to address in a realistic manner the impact of lifetime effects of health expenditures.
5. The quality measure should reflect as closely as possible the normal, average or expected effect of the activity on the state of health. Individual capacities to benefit from treatment, or what is known as co-production, should not be counted in the measure of quality-adjusted health volume output.
International comparison is important, and the indicators and methods of output adjustment should be standardised across countries to facilitate comparisons.

The report concedes that techniques for quality adjustment are still under development and therefore it does not make an explicit recommendation for how to do it. It lists some possibilities, however, that are consistent with the guidelines set out above. One is to require an adjustment factor that reflects the rate of compliance with published treatment guidelines; it notes, however, that while treatment guidelines are readily available, data on rates of compliance are not. Treatment quality has multiple dimensions but the OECD report points to several ways in which the characteristics of treatment quality can be collapsed into one dimension: choose an endpoint (such as 30-day survival) to be measured, use multiple indicators and weight them equally, use multiple indicators and weight them based on expert opinion, or measure the effect of the treatments on QALYs. Among the papers discussed below, there will be examples of each of these techniques.

As discussed in the introduction, methods for adjusting quality of health-care output can be divided into those primarily based on health outcomes and those based on health-care processes. "A System of Health Accounts" (OECD/Eurostat/WHO 2011) offers support for both approaches:

Obviously there is a strong connection between process and output, as treatment guidelines are based on medical evidence about what is efficacious. Health services researchers recommend using both process and outcome indicators for two reasons. First, there is a difference between evidence in research (efficacy) and outcomes in real life (effectiveness). Second, there is frequently a considerable time lag between a process and its impact on the outcome.

As mentioned above, it is slightly easier to implement outcomes-based adjustments, as reflected by the fact that there are more papers using outcomes-based adjustments than process-based adjustments.
3.1 **Outcomes-based quality adjustments.** Table 1 lists the papers (or sets of papers) that calculate a quality-adjusted price index or otherwise quantify the value of health-care outcomes using an outcomes-based adjustment. Papers that use an outcomes-based adjustment confront two major issues. First, they must establish whether they are including only mortality as an outcome or whether they include morbidity or disability as well, and if they include the latter, they must quantify it in terms of QALYs or DALYs. Second, it is well-known that medical care is only one determinant of health. Papers that use actual health outcomes as a measure of the efficacy of the medical sector must therefore make an assumption about what proportion of those outcomes is due to medical care. Most of the papers below simplify these issues by considering one condition or a limited set of conditions.

**Cutler, McClellan, Newhouse, and Remler (1998, 2001)** calculate a cost-of-living index (COLI) for a single condition, acute myocardial infarction (AMI, or heart attack) from the mid-1980s through the mid-1990s using data for Medicare beneficiaries. A cost-of-living index for a single medical condition can be calculated as:

\[
COLI_t = \frac{Y_0 - (Net \ value \ of \ medical \ spending_t)}{Y_0} = \frac{Y_0 - (\Delta \ in \ benefits - \Delta \ in \ spending)}{Y_0}
\]

\(Y_0\) is income in the base period. The change in benefits is the monetized change in health outcomes. The numerator of the COLI is the amount of money it takes in period \(t\) to have the same utility as in the base period \(0\), given period \(t\)'s technology. If the change in benefits is greater than the change in spending, the COLI will fall because it will be cheaper in period \(t\) to achieve the same level of utility as in period \(0\).
### Table 1: Papers using primarily outcome-based quality adjustments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Condition(s)</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Assumption about contribution of medical care to changes in outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cutler, McClellan, Newhouse and Remler (1998, 2001)</td>
<td>Acute myocardial infarction (AMI)</td>
<td>Clinical data from a major teaching hospital and Medicare claims</td>
<td>Life expectancy post-AMI (2001 also considers value of quality of life)</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutler, Rosen and Vijan (2006)</td>
<td>All conditions</td>
<td>Household surveys for spending; CDC life tables for outcomes</td>
<td>Life expectancy</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosen, Cutler, Norton, Hu, and Vijan (2007)</td>
<td>Coronary heart disease (CHD) and acute myocardial infarction (AMI)</td>
<td>MCBS for spending; Vital Statistics for CHD outcomes and Medicare claims for AMI outcomes</td>
<td>CHD: life expectancy. AMI: Difference between life expectancy for AMI patients and non-AMI patients</td>
<td>100% for CHD; 100% for AMI after netting out improvement for non-AMI patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggleston, Shah, Smith, Berndt, and Newhouse (2009, 2011)</td>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>Spending and clinical data from Mayo Clinic’s self-funded health plan</td>
<td>Modifiable cardiovascular risk (MCR)</td>
<td>100% (for MCR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highfill and Bernstein (2014)</td>
<td>30 chronic conditions</td>
<td>Household surveys for spending; Global Burden of Disease study for outcomes</td>
<td>Disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) as found by GBD’s survey of general population</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romley, Goldman, and Sood (2015)</td>
<td>Acute myocardial infarction, heart failure, and pneumonia</td>
<td>Medicare hospital claims</td>
<td>30-day, 14-day, and one-year survival after hospitalization</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cutler et al. define the changes in benefits of medical care as the change in life expectancy post-AMI. Life expectancy post-AMI rose by about a year between the mid-1980s and the mid-1990s. They convert this increase to monetary value using common assumptions about the value of a life-year and find that the value ranges from $8600 to $86,000, depending on the assumption. They define spending on the heart attacks as all medical spending for the heart attack patient up to 90 days after the heart attack and find that these costs increased from $11,500 to $18,000. The net value of heart attack care is therefore positive and they find the COLI drops by 1.5 percent per year.

Cutler et al.’s work therefore illustrates the potential importance of adjusting for the benefit of health outcomes. They also calculate an episode-based fixed-basket index that is unadjusted for quality; it rises 2.3 percent annually. Adjusting for quality therefore greatly reduces medical inflation in the case of heart attacks during this period.

Their focus on a single acute medical event that has high mortality simplifies their analysis. They are able to assume that all medical spending within 90 days of the event is related to the event and that all mortality improvements after the event are related to medical treatment. This approach limits the applicability of their method to acute conditions such as heart attack or stroke.

While I have classified their paper as one using an outcomes-based adjustment since the final analysis only considers health outcomes, they have an extensive discussion of the treatments patients had, how these changed over the period, and the contribution of each treatment to the increases in life expectancy post-AMI and in costs. This discussion is necessary to ground their assumption that the improvement in outcomes is entirely due to
medical care. Their accounting of treatments, however, uses privately obtained clinical data with details not available in claims data; this feature also limits the applicability of their work to other conditions in other populations.

**Cutler, Rosen and Vijan (2006)** measure the net value of all medical spending in the US on all conditions between 1960 and 2000 using household survey data on spending and life tables for outcomes. While they do not explicitly calculate a price index or a cost-of-living index, any analysis calculating a net value can be converted easily to a COLI using the formula above. They only consider life expectancy when measuring the benefits of medical care; they do not include morbidity or disability levels. They assume that medical care is responsible for 50 percent of the increase in life expectancy between 1960 and 2000. They base this assumption on the finding that 90 percent of the increase in life expectancy is due to reductions in two causes of death: cardiovascular disease and death in infancy, and on previous research showing that about half of the reduction in deaths from cardiovascular disease and nearly all of the reductions in infant mortality during this period are due to medical advances. They find that medical spending had a positive net value from 1960 to 2000, with variations among decades and among age groups. In particular, they find that the cost per life year gained has been much higher among the elderly in the last two decades of the period.

**Rosen, Cutler, Norton, Hu, and Vijan (2007)** calculate the net value of spending on coronary heart disease from 1987 to 2002. They take a similar approach to Cutler, Rosen and Vijan (2006) but focus on one related set of conditions. They also only consider life expectancy as an outcome. They assume that medical treatment for coronary heart disease is entirely responsible for the improvements in outcomes but, when calculating
the improvement in life expectancy for AMI patients, they net out the improvement in life expectancy for non-AMI patients. They find from this calculation that nearly 90 percent of the improvement in life expectancy for AMI patient is due to improvement in AMI care. When calculating the change in spending, they calculate the change in expected lifetime medical spending, not just the change in spending on the episode of treatment. Like Cutler et al. (1998, 2001), they document changes in treatments and their contributions to the improvements in outcomes based on the medical literature although their final calculation only depends on spending. They find that spending on coronary heart disease and on AMI generally had positive net value over the period.

**Eggleston, Shah, Smith, Berndt, and Newhouse (2009, 2011)** estimate the net value of spending on diabetes care between 1999 and 2009 using clinical and spending data from the Mayo Clinic's self-funded health plan. They measure outcomes with clinically modifiable risk, the part of cardiovascular risk that can be controlled by medical care and has been identified as such by previous medical research. The change in benefits is the change in life expectancy resulting from the reduction in the risk of a life-ending cardiovascular event; they do not consider other benefits of improved diabetes treatment (such as avoiding a foot amputation). They count all of the medical spending of diabetes patients when measuring the change in spending. They find that the net value of diabetes treatment over this period is positive, although the return on spending varies by diagnosis cohort. Earlier cohorts who were diagnosed later in the progression of the illness have a much higher return on spending on treatment than later cohorts who were diagnosed earlier.
Highfill and Bernstein (2014) measure the net value of spending of 30 chronic conditions from 1987 to 2010. They use spending data from household surveys (the 1987 National Medical Expenditure Survey and the 2010 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey) and outcomes data from the Global Burden of Disease study (US Burden of Disease Collaborators 2013). Outcomes for each condition are measured in disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) by the Global Burden of Disease study. Disability levels for each condition were not measured directly but were assigned by a survey of the general population using paired comparison questions about which person in different, random states of health are healthier (Salomon et al. 2012). Highfill and Bernstein, following other sources, assign a value of $100,000 to a year of life in perfect health. Using that assumption, they find that only a few conditions have positive net value and some, such as Alzheimer's disease, have large negative net value over the period 1990 to 2010. The 30 conditions, aggregated together, had slightly positive net value. In their analysis, they assume that all improvements in outcomes are due to medical care, although they concede in the discussion that that assumption may be more appropriate for some conditions than others. Their paper is nearly unique, however, in studying so many conditions and in valuing outcomes other than mortality; their results indicate that the return on spending on conditions other than heart disease may not be very high and that the results found by Cutler and his co-authors may not be representative of the medical system as a whole.

Romley, Goldman and Sood (2015) estimate the productivity of hospitals in treating Medicare beneficiaries for three specific conditions with high mortality: AMI, heart failure, and pneumonia, over the period 2002-2011. The quality adjustment is in how they
measure the outcome: as survival after 30 days without an unplanned readmission (they also use 14-day and 1-year survival rates). They do not value the outcome in monetized life-years but simply measure output as surviving to this endpoint and compare it to Medicare spending on the admission. They find that the productivity of hospitals measured in this way grows, on net, over the period. The productivity of treating pneumonia increased more than productivity of treating the other two conditions. Their study is limited to hospital output and spending.

There are two main advantages of adjusting the measurement of medical output for quality based on observed outcomes. First, life expectancy is relatively easily measured and relatively easy to put a dollar value on. Mortality-based adjustments are easier to implement than process-based adjustments as reflected by the fact that there are more papers using mortality-based adjustments than process-based adjustments. Second, observed outcomes reflect the actual productivity of the medical sector.

There are several downsides to using outcomes-based adjustments, however. First, it is not easy to measure disability or quality of life, nor is it easy to measure them in dollar terms. The Global Burden of Disease data suggest measuring disability could be important as it finds that total years of life lost due to disability were nearly as high in 2010 as years of life lost due to mortality. Some conditions with low mortality but high prevalence, such as back pain and major depression, have higher years lost due to disability than all conditions other than ischemic heart disease do to mortality. It is also not easy to know how much of the change in observed life expectancy is due to medical care; three of the six papers discussed deal with this issue by only considering conditions with an acute onset and high mortality, so it is possible to attribute all improvement in outcomes to medical care.
Table 2 presents an analysis that summarizes both the advantages and disadvantages of a mortality-based adjustment to the output of medical care. It calculates the net value of medical spending from 2000 to 2010, both for all medical spending and separately by ICD chapter. The spending data come from the Health Care Satellite "blended" Account and are in nominal terms.\textsuperscript{4} They are converted to per capita terms using the same population estimates by the Census Bureau that BEA uses for calculating per capita disposable income. The mortality data are from the CDC Compressed Mortality File. When calculating the monetized value of mortality improvements, I assume that 50 percent of the improvements are due to medical care and that the value of a life saved is approximately $8.7 million. This value is based on the value used by the Department of Transportation which is $9.1 million in 2012 dollars; I have deflated it to 2009 levels.

The results show that the net value of the increase in total medical spending from 2000 to 2010 was approximately -$1,479. The breakup by ICD chapter, however, shows great differences among condition groups. "Diseases of the circulatory system" are an outlier at the top end, with a positive net value of $3,267 which is more than ten times as large as that of the next ICD chapter "Neoplasms." The high net value of the treatment of circulatory disorders reflects the great improvements in mortality from circulatory disorders between 2000 and 2010; the death rate from these conditions fell by over 80 deaths per 100,000 population, a total decline of about 24% from its 2000 level. Excluding circulatory disorders, the net value of medical spending during this period was more than twice as negative, at -$3,279.

\textsuperscript{4} As outlined in Dunn et al. (2015), the "blended" account combines medical claims data for populations for whom it is available (Medicare and the privately insured) with data from the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey for the remaining populations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICD Chapter</th>
<th>2000 Total ($ billions)</th>
<th>Per capita ($)</th>
<th>2010 Total ($ billions)</th>
<th>Per capita ($)</th>
<th>Increase</th>
<th>Per capita ($)</th>
<th>2000 Mortality (Deaths per 100,000 population)</th>
<th>2010 Mortality (Deaths per 100,000 population)</th>
<th>Decrease</th>
<th>Decrease in value of life extended by medical care</th>
<th>Net value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diseases of the circulatory system</td>
<td>$153</td>
<td>$541</td>
<td>$234</td>
<td>$757</td>
<td>$82</td>
<td>$216</td>
<td>334.6</td>
<td>254.1</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>$3,483</td>
<td>$3,267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoplasms</td>
<td>$62</td>
<td>$219</td>
<td>$116</td>
<td>$375</td>
<td>$54</td>
<td>$156</td>
<td>201.3</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>$446</td>
<td>$290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases of the respiratory system</td>
<td>$93</td>
<td>$328</td>
<td>$144</td>
<td>$465</td>
<td>$51</td>
<td>$137</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>$225</td>
<td>$88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complications of pregnancy; childbirth; and the puerperium</td>
<td>$5</td>
<td>$17</td>
<td>$7</td>
<td>$22</td>
<td>$2</td>
<td>$5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>$48</td>
<td>$43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs</td>
<td>$9</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>$21</td>
<td>$68</td>
<td>$12</td>
<td>$37</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>$4</td>
<td>$-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital anomalies</td>
<td>$5</td>
<td>$19</td>
<td>$8</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$2</td>
<td>$6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous organs</td>
<td>$53</td>
<td>$186</td>
<td>$126</td>
<td>$405</td>
<td>$73</td>
<td>$219</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>$65</td>
<td>$-154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases of the digestive system</td>
<td>$56</td>
<td>$198</td>
<td>$102</td>
<td>$328</td>
<td>$46</td>
<td>$130</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>$13</td>
<td>$-117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious and parasitic diseases</td>
<td>$23</td>
<td>$82</td>
<td>$58</td>
<td>$188</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td>$106</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>$-39</td>
<td>$-145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocrine; nutritional; and metabolic diseases and immunity disorders</td>
<td>$53</td>
<td>$186</td>
<td>$126</td>
<td>$405</td>
<td>$73</td>
<td>$219</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>$65</td>
<td>$-154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases of the genitourinary system</td>
<td>$65</td>
<td>$229</td>
<td>$111</td>
<td>$358</td>
<td>$46</td>
<td>$129</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>$-82</td>
<td>$-212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases of the musculoskeletal system and connective tissue</td>
<td>$77</td>
<td>$272</td>
<td>$170</td>
<td>$548</td>
<td>$93</td>
<td>$276</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>$26</td>
<td>$-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injury and poisoning</td>
<td>$65</td>
<td>$231</td>
<td>$110</td>
<td>$354</td>
<td>$44</td>
<td>$123</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
<td>$-242</td>
<td>$-365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms; signs; and ill-defined conditions</td>
<td>$73</td>
<td>$257</td>
<td>$207</td>
<td>$668</td>
<td>$134</td>
<td>$411</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>$-48</td>
<td>$-458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases of the nervous system and sense organs</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td>$213</td>
<td>$120</td>
<td>$386</td>
<td>$59</td>
<td>$173</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>-13.4</td>
<td>$-580</td>
<td>$-752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental illness</td>
<td>$43</td>
<td>$153</td>
<td>$79</td>
<td>$255</td>
<td>$36</td>
<td>$102</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>-22.7</td>
<td>$-982</td>
<td>$-1,084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual codes; unclassified; all E codes</td>
<td>$14</td>
<td>$48</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td>$112</td>
<td>$21</td>
<td>$63</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$901</strong></td>
<td><strong>$3,190</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,722</strong></td>
<td><strong>$5,560</strong></td>
<td><strong>$822</strong></td>
<td><strong>$3,837</strong></td>
<td><strong>854.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>799.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>54.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>$2,358</strong></td>
<td><strong>$-1,479</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

1. Spending data are from the BEA Health Care Satellite "blended" account (http://www.bea.gov/national/xls/HCSA/Blended.xlsx).
2. Mortality data are from the CDC Compressed Mortality File (http://wonder.cdc.gov/cmfr-icd10.htm).
3. 50% of the improvements in mortality are attributed to medical care.
4. The value of a life saved is assumed to be $8.7 million. This is the value used by the Department of Transportation (http://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/VSL_Guidance_2014.pdf), deflated to 2009 levels.
Only four other chapters have positive net value. "Neoplasms" has a net value of $290 and
"Diseases of the respiratory system" has a net value of $88, both reflecting significant
improvements in mortality from the conditions. "Certain conditions originating in the perinatal
period" and "Congenital anomalies" had small improvements in mortality accompanied by tiny
increases in per capita spending, leading to a slight positive net value for both.

The remaining twelve chapters, accounting for over ¾ of spending and about 1/3 of mortality in
2010, each all have negative net value. They have significant increases in spending accompanied
by small declines or even increases in mortality. Two chapters, "Diseases of the nervous system"
and "Mental illness" have increases in mortality of more than 10 per 100,000 population over the
decade. As they also each have increases in per capita spending of more than $100, they have the
worst net values of -$752 and -$1,084 respectively.

The analysis in Table 2 has the advantage that it is relatively straightforward and feasible with
publicly available data. As revealed by it, however, measurement of the benefits of medical care
with mortality outcomes makes spending on circulatory system disorders appear hugely
productive and spending on other conditions appear much less so. This difference leads to two
not entirely mutually exclusive conclusions. First, it suggests that much of the research cited
above is highly unrepresentative of medical spending and productivity as a whole. Four of the six
papers using outcomes-based adjustments focus on the value of medical spending on
cardiovascular-related conditions. These papers generally found the return on medical spending
on these conditions to be quite high, in line with the results for 2000 to 2010 as shown in Table
2, although they generally covered earlier periods. However, Table 2 finds the net value of total
medical spending during that period to be slightly negative.
The second conclusion suggested, however, is that, due to the limitation of having only mortality as an outcome, the net value of other conditions is understated. For ICD chapters such as "Diseases of the musculoskeletal system and connective tissue", whose conditions induce a substantial amount of disability but not very much mortality, the increase in medical spending may very well accompany an unmeasured reduction in disability due to these conditions. The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality has documented that, between 1997 and 2010, the per population rate of knee replacements nearly doubled and the per population rate of hip replacements rose by 38% (AHRQ 2013). This increase in utilization is included as part of the nominal increase of $276 per capita for this category in the HCSA. However, since joint replacements are intended to alleviate disability rather than reduce mortality, that return on spending is not captured in Table 2.

Both of these conclusions may simultaneously be true; the return on spending on conditions other than circulatory conditions may be higher than indicated by the mortality statistics but circulatory conditions may still be an outlier with respect to its return relative to other conditions. There is no question that the mortality improvements for circulatory conditions far outpace those of other ICD chapters. However, taking a full outcomes-based approach to adjusting the output of the medical sector would require more comprehensive data on disability levels for each condition and how those disability levels translate into quality-adjusted life-years than seem to be currently available.

3.2 Process-based quality adjustment. Adjusting the measurement of medical output for quality based on observed treatments rather than outcomes has more data requirements than adjusting for outcomes. Adjusting for outcomes only requires data on spending and on outcomes while adjusting for treatments requires detailed data on which treatments were administered as
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>What is measured</th>
<th>Processes and how they are evaluated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lucarelli and Nicholson (2009)</td>
<td>Colorectal cancer</td>
<td>IMS Health (for drug prices); IntrinsiQ (for market shares of chemotherapy regimens 2002-2005); Medicare claims in SEER (1993-2001)</td>
<td>Price per QALY added by chemotherapy treatment</td>
<td>Chemotherapy regimens are evaluated from medical literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard, Bach, Berndt and Conti (2015)</td>
<td>All cancers (drug treatments only)</td>
<td>CenterWatch; FDA; Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center Center for Health Policy &amp; Outcomes</td>
<td>Price per life-year added by treatment (with controls for side effects)</td>
<td>Effectiveness of drugs collected from FDA approvals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
well as medical knowledge of how effective the treatments are. I only found three papers, listed in Table 3, that calculated price indexes for health care where the quality adjustment was based on treatments rather than outcomes.

**Berndt, Bir, Busch, Frank, and Normand (2002)** create a quality-adjusted price index for the treatment of major depression for the period 1991 to 1996. They use medical claims data for both treatments and spending. They place patients into treatment buckets such as "1 psychotherapy visit", "SSRI [sustained serotonin release inhibitor] >30 days and 1-3 psychotherapy visits", or "TCA [tri-cyclic antidepressant] >30 days and no psychotherapy", to list a few. They then presented the treatment baskets to a panel of clinical experts and elicited from them probabilities that the particular treatment as applied to particular patients with particular comorbidities would result in a remission of the depression. This procedure allowed them to calculate a probability of remission for each treatment basket. When they combined these probabilities with average spending on each treatment, they were able to produce a price per expected remission for each treatment. Aggregating over treatments, they calculated a price index where the price is spending per remission of major depression and found that this price fell about 2 to 3 percent per year depending on specification.

**Lucarelli and Nicholson (2009)** calculate several price indexes for the chemotherapy treatment of colon cancer (they do not include other treatments such as surgery) for the period 1998 to 2005. They combine data on prices from IMS Health and on market shares from IntrinsiQ. I will focus on the index that adjusts for quality of the treatments by measuring the price of incremental expected QALY of each treatment. The expected QALYs of treatments are taken from the medical literature; several studies had already
calculated utility weights for the possible health states of colon cancer patients. They note that many of the drugs have an incremental cost per incremental QALY of $100,000 to $150,000 (relative to the reference treatment), close to the monetized value of life according to other sources. They also calculate an unadjusted index based on the average price of treatments. Their comparison shows the potential impact of adjusting for quality; their unadjusted index rises by 2600 percent over the period but their quality-adjusted index declines slightly.

**Howard, Bach, Berndt, and Conti (2015)** calculate a price index for cancer drugs where the price is treatment episode cost per life-year added by the treatment for the period 1995 to 2013. They do not use QALYs but control for side effects of the drugs in a hedonic regression. They find that the index rises 10 percent annually and this result is robust to changes in specification.

Compared with outcomes-based quality adjustments, process-based quality adjustments have the advantage that they do not require an assumption about the contribution of medical care; they are based on the medical literature on how the treatments contribute to health outcomes. They also give more information on the treatment of which conditions are improving in productivity; an approach like Cutler, Rosen and Vjian (2006) suggests that medical spending has had a positive return on the whole but does not give any information on which medical spending has been most productive. As mentioned above, several of the papers on individual conditions with outcomes-based adjustments (Cutler et al. 1998 and 2001, Rosen et al. 2007, and Eggleston et al. 2009 and 2011) also examine the trends in treatments to justify their assumptions on how medical care contributed to the observed health outcomes.
The major disadvantage of process-based quality adjustments is that they are more difficult to implement. They require knowledge of the medical effectiveness of every treatment and detailed data on what treatments were provided. It should be noted that the author teams of Cutler et al. (1998, 2001), Rosen et al. (2007), and Eggleston et al. (2009, 2011) all contained at least one MD. Cutler et al. (1998, 2001) and Eggleston et al. (2009, 2011), when examining trends in treatments, used clinical indicators that are not normally available in claims data which are the primary source of data BEA has been using for the HCSA. Berndt et al. (2002) used claims data but measured quality with an expert panel; Dawson et al. (2005), when evaluating quality adjustment methods for the UK National Health Service, noted of expert panels "Such groups are costly to convene, organize, and train." In addition, as payers move to bundled payments, treatment details may no longer be available in claims. Cutler et al. (1998, 2001) used clinical data from a teaching hospital to track what treatments were being used because such detail is not available in Medicare claims since Medicare pays hospitals on a DRG basis.

On the up side, models of how treatments affect the outcomes of individual diseases are becoming more available. Eggleston et al. (2009, 2011) and Lucarelli and Nicholson (2009) employed such models taken from the medical literature. Applying process-based quality adjustment to measurement of the output of the medical sector in the national accounts, however, will require modeling every treatment for every condition separately and will require intensive interdisciplinary work.

4. Conclusion

This paper has reviewed the recommendations from domestic and international sources for measuring the output of the medical sector in national accounts and for adjusting the
measurement for changes in health-care quality. It then discussed how refining the measurement of output in the Health Care Satellite Account to completed treatments might contribute to improving the measurement of quality in the medical sector. It then went on to summarize and discuss research papers that have implemented quality adjustment in price indexes for health care or otherwise compared the benefits of health care with its costs. It divided these papers into two groups: one group based its quality adjustment mostly on observed health outcomes (while taking into account treatments used) while the other based the adjustment on health-care processes.

The advantages and disadvantages of each approach are summarized in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Summary of methods for quality adjustment of medical output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of adjustment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process-based</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 4 shows, in general, outcomes-based adjustments are perhaps easier to implement but require some strong assumptions, and how to measure quality of life, which is likely to be important, is unclear. Process-based adjustments, however, have higher data and knowledge requirements. The results of the papers, however, show that quality adjustment of health care output is quite important. After quality adjustment, the outcomes-based price index for heart
attacks created by Cutler et al. (1998, 2001) and the process-based price index for colon cancer created by Lucarelli and Nicholson (2009) showed declines instead of increases. In the summary of the CNSTAT workshop "Strategies for a BEA Satellite Health Care Account", it is stated "Among participants, there seemed to be complete agreement that quality adjustment of price indexes for the satellite health care accounts is extremely important, and also that it is very hard to do" (CNSTAT 2009). The discussion here reflects that position.
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